Cycling on Duero

Discovering the Ecopistas of Portugal
THE IDEA OF YOUR TRIP TO PORTUGAL

A tour to discover the best and most authentic of northern Portugal. An
itinerary that will take tou to navegate the Duero river, to rove vineyards
and visit centenary wineries tasting their popular gastronomy; but
especially, enjoy its welcoming people that will make you feel like one
more. Six unique days through the Ecopista do Dao.

Porto is one of the most
beautiful citiesof Europe
and our first stop

Day 1, Oporto. We are waiting you at the airport to transfer to your hotel
in the center of Oporto, near the river, to enjoy the best views of the
wineries. At your arrival, a walk through the center to enjoy the best
sunset.

Day 2, Viseu. Early departure to Viseu, a university city with a lot of history,
museums and a monumental center that will take you to another era.
Today will be a quiet day enjoying the scenery and a small cycling tour by
the Ecopista do Dao, an old railway track recovered for the walk. We will
dine in a typical tavern.
Day 3, Viseu. After breakfast, we will take our bicycles to cross the first
section that takes us to Tondela. Lunch will be based on a picnic in a
special splace. Back to Viseu, afternoon to visit its most unique museums
and buildings.
Day 4, Viseu. In the morning, the second part of the route to Tondela,
where we will cross the Ecopista Santa Comba do Dao and its Albufeira.
Today we will eat in Santa Comba do Dao, in a restaurant close by the
river,in the middle of the nature.
Day 5, Castelo de Paiva. Baxk to Porto, we will stop at Castelo de Paiva,
in order to make a boat tour on the Duero river and visit a wine cellar in
the heart of the Dão. wine region. We will arrive to Porto with time to
wander arounds its most attractive neighborhoods, and thus take a
complete experience of your stay.
Day 6, Porto. Time to make the last purchases in the supplies market and
transfer to the airport.
www.turismovivencial.com
www.handmadeexperiences.com
reservas@turismovivencial.com
Telephone +34 936571221 Ext.
5323 Móvil +34 610129044

Train stations in small villages in
full nature

The best gastronomy of
Portugal and all its variants
of cod

I´m Luis, your host
during your staying in
Portugal. I will join you
to share unique
experiences.

Includes: 6 days and 5 nights in adapted accommodation in regime of
full board (wine and water at meals). Transport, bike rental (including
handbike). Accompaniment of a local guide in all the visits. Entrances
and travel assistance insurance.
Transfers to and from the airport.
Important: Indicate allergies or food needs.
FLIGHTS NOT INCLUDED.

Trip operated by TURISMO VIVENCIAL CIAN 236023-3
DISCLAIMER: The sole responsibility of this publication lies with the author. The European Commission is not responsible for any use that
may be made of the information contained there.

From

875€

per person

